MACROCK XXIII // APRIL 3-4 2020

BAND INFORMATION

BAND NAME: ________________________________________________________________

BAND MEMBER’S FULL NAMES: ____________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________

BAND DESCRIPTION: ________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________

WHICH SHOWCASE(S) BEST FITS YOUR GENRE OF MUSIC? (check)

( ) INDIE      ( ) LOUD ROCK    ( ) FOLK      ( ) POP/LO-FI    ( ) PUNK/HARDCORE
( ) JAZZ       ( ) METAL       ( ) ELECTRONIC ( ) HIP-HOP     ( ) EXPERIMENTAL

HOW DID YOU HEAR ABOUT MACROCK? _____________________________________________

BAND BOOKING

NAME: ________________________________________________________________

PHONE: ________________________________________________________________

EMAIL: ________________________________________________________________

Accepted bands cannot be guaranteed payment. Historically, bands that have applied and been accepted have not been paid. This year, MACROCK hopes to change that as the budget permits.

APPLICATIONS MUST BE POSTMARKED BY JANUARY 15
MAIL THIS APPLICATION ALONG WITH A 3 SONG DEMO TO:
MACROCK
55 E. GRATTAN St.
Harrisonburg, VA 22801